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 It is the fourth installment of the FIFA Street series, following FIFA Street 2 (2008), FIFA Street 3 (2011), and FIFA Street
Soccer (2009). In FIFA Street, the player can create up to four players in a single game, and may play against other players of

the same FIFA Street game, or against the CPU. The CPU will become more difficult as the player progresses through the
game. Gameplay FIFA Street is a simulation-style video game that allows the player to create and play street football matches in
three different modes: multiplayer matches, games vs. the computer, and a free-mode challenge. Up to four players may join a
game via a connection to the internet, or by connecting to a friend playing the game over Xbox Live or PlayStation Network.

The game uses a 3D engine, allowing players to see their teammates, and their opponents' team of up to 20 players, on a
360-degree field. Each mode of gameplay is similar to the mode in the previous games. The multiplayer mode is similar to the

multiplayer mode in FIFA Street 3. The game includes the same features from the previous games, and has a option for the goal
kicks. The game also allows the players to play against the computer, which is difficulty level four in the game. Multiplayer The

multiplayer mode of FIFA Street includes the following modes: Three-on-three: The game includes 5v5 matches, where 5
players are in a match. There are 3 goals in each game. One player plays as the goalkeeper and the other 4 players are strikers.
Manager mode: The manager mode allows the player to play a game of three-on-three in any of the online modes. The player
can select two team mates to participate in the match with him. When a player chooses a team mate, the game will show the
team mate's name next to their name on the screen. Grand Slam mode: In Grand Slam mode, the player must play through all
the online modes in FIFA Street in an attempt to win the championship. The player can also get points and achievements by

playing through all the online modes. There are two methods for each game mode: multiplayer mode, and single-player mode.
Modes Free-mode Challenge: This mode is similar to free-mode mode in FIFA Street 3, and is available in all modes. In this

mode, the players are faced with a specific goal and time limit. The player can customize the 82157476af
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